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During VTMX wind profiling instruments found a
strong, southerly, basin-scale jet that dominated the
flow in the valley on most of the nights chosen for
study.  The strength and frequency of this
downvalley jet were unexpected.  Its dominance as
a flow in the basin affected most of the other
research objectives of the VTMX project.  In this
paper we study the night-to-night variability of the
properties of the down-basin jet and also the
variability of its effect on other flows in the basin
(such as thermally forced slope flows and canyon
outflows).  The primary instrument used in the
present study is ETL’s Doppler lidar, which provided
vertical profiles of the horizontal wind in addition to
mapping the wind in the vertical and horizontal,
using scans in azimuth and elevation.  This
scanning capability provided an overview of the 3-D
structure of the wind field and its variability over
most of the basin.  Other key instrumentation in the
valley included wind profilers, rawinsonde and
tethersondes, and a surface mesonet.  On many of
the study nights tracer was released, and this gave
further insight into the effects of the various flow
systems (Darby et al. 2002)..

Vertical profiles of the wind showed that typically the
along valley wind reversed from daytime up-basin to
nighttime down-basin flow between 2000 and 2200
Mountain Standard Time (MST).  Lidar scans
showed that canyon outflows and slope flows from
the Wasatch Range formed in the light-and-variable
transitional wind period between the two along-basin
flow regimes.  On one night (18 Oct) when the
down-basin jet formed early, the slope and canyon
flows were weaker and more disorganized, and on
another night (26 Oct) when the flow was down-
basin even in the afternoon before sunset, no local
slope or canyon flows formed at all.

To put these in-basin observations into context, we
also plotted the synoptic-scale surface pressure
difference between a station to the south of the
basin (Price UT) and one north of the basin
(Pocatello ID).  Those nights, when the down-basin
flows were strong and the local flows were weak and
more inhibited, were nights when the large-scale
pressure gradient favored down-basin flow.  Thus,
this larger-scale pressure difference and its variation
through the night had a strong influence on the
development of the down-basin jet, and
consequently on development of the other local
flows in the basin.

Vertical profiles of the flow in the basin were
affected both by the large-scale pressure gradient
and by the direction and speed of the winds above
the ridgetops.  Time-height cross sections of the
along-basin flow obtained from Doppler lidar scans
illustrate these effects and will be presented and
described.
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